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1: BIRBHUM (SURI) DISTRICT CONFERENCE HELD. | AIBDPA
My visits to both the Liberation War Museum, and the Father of the Nation Museum, were very moving experiences, and
prompted me to find out more about the history of this period.

Plot[ edit ] In the early s, Kaushalya Smita Jaykar hears that her younger son, Devdas Shah Rukh Khan , is
about to return home after leaving 10 years ago for law school in England. Kaushalya tells her neighbor
Sumitra Kirron Kher , who is overjoyed. When Devdas was sent to England, Paro had lit an oil lamp to
prompt his return and never allowed it to extinguish. When Devdas returns, the childhood friendship between
him and Paro turns to love. Sumitra publicly announces her desire for Devdas and Paro to marry, and
Kaushalya rejects and humiliates her in public by saying that she is from a lower class. Thakur Bhuvan
Chaudhry Vijayendra Ghatge , a forty-year-old widower aristocrat with three grown children. He leaves a
letter for Paro, falsely stating that love had never existed between them. At the brothel, he meets a
good-hearted tawaif courtesan named Chandramukhi Madhuri Dixit , who falls in love with him. Soon,
Devdas realizes his mistake in abandoning Paro. He returns to her during her wedding and asks her to elope
but Paro refuses, reminding him of the way he had discarded her so easily. Devdas vows to see her again
before he dies. Paro learns from her new husband that he has married her only to be mother to his children and
lady of the estate, but that his love is only for his late first wife. He causes a scene and eventually passes out.
Eventually, Devdas becomes so ill that the slightest dose of alcohol could kill him. He confronts her but
Kumud tells his mother that Devdas had stolen the keys. His mother believes her and Devdas leaves, banished.
Paro urges Devdas to stop drinking, but Devdas remains stubborn. He promises Paro that before he dies, he
will come to her doorstep one last time. As a result, Bhuvan permanently forbids Paro from leaving the
mansion. Devdas tells Chandramukhi that she must let him go, and decides to travel the country; on a train, he
meets his old college friend Chunnibabu Jackie Shroff , who urges him to drink in the name of friendship.
Devdas drinks, knowing full well it will be fatal. Paro runs through the mansion, attempting to reach him.
Bhuvan sees this and orders the servants to shut the gates. Devdas sees a blurred image of Paro running
towards him, but the gates close just before she can reach him, leaving her sobbing inside. Cast[ edit ] Khan
played the central role of Devdas at the age of 36, receiving several accolades. Dixit played the role of
Chandramukhi at the age of 34, and was praised by critics for her performance. Rai played the role of Paro at
the age of 28, establishing her foothold in the industry.
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View Debdas Chakraborty's profile on LinkedIn, the world's largest professional community. Debdas has 3 jobs listed on
their profile. See the complete profile on LinkedIn and discover Debdas' connections and jobs at similar companies.

Posted on April 22, 2 comments My visits to both the Liberation War Museum, and the Father of the Nation
Museum, were very moving experiences, and prompted me to find out more about the history of this period.
The war museum is on Segun Bagicha road, and has interesting displays of photographs and newspaper
cuttings in English as well as in Bangla , documenting the various efforts towards liberation by the people of
Bangladesh, which culminated in the Liberation War. Some of the photos and exhibits including human skulls
are quite graphic. The collection of photographs is stunning though. There is also footage of the concert, the
first benefit concert of its kind, hosted by George Harrison et. The Liberation War Museum website seems to
have been suspended since I last logged in â€” not sure if it will be back. In the meantime, have a look here for
more information, pictures, video clips etc. On 26th March, Bangladeshis celebrate Independence Day â€” the
date in when they took up arms against Pakistan. Thus began the Liberation War, which lasted till the 16th
December , and that date is celebrated as Victory Day. Anthony Mascarenhas in Bangladesh: I have read some
reports that put that figure nearer to 3 million. Furthermore, it is estimated that close to 30 million people were
internally displaced as a result of the war, and up to 10 million fled to India. Briefly, the immediate trigger for
the war can be traced to the general elections. Since the East had the larger population, this gave it an absolute
majority in the national parliament. This eventually led to the intervention of the Indian army, and the new
state of Bangladesh was declared independent on 16 December His AL government introduced a secular and
democratic constitution in However, in December , facing growing economic difficulties, the government
declared a state of emergency and a month later amended the constitution, replacing parliamentary rule with
an executive presidency, and providing for the introduction of one party rule. Sheikh Mujib assumed the role
of President, turning the country into a personal dictatorship overnight. The Mujibist dictatorship was toppled
when he was assassinated in August in a military coup. In this house, he, his wife, children â€” except for two
of his daughters, one of whom is Sheikh Hasina now Prime Minister â€” and members of their extended
family were brutally murdered. It was a surprisingly peaceful house, despite the shocking violence that had
occurred there. This is, admittedly, a rather simplistic summary of the history of this period. It would be
remiss of me not to acknowledge the contextual complexity of events surrounding the Liberation War. I
cannot profess to have engaged deeply with the web of historiography for this period, but as with any conflict
there are multiple histories and perspectives. The treatment of the Hindu minority has been condemned,
particularly in relation to the confiscation of property belonging to Bengali Hindus, who had fled the genocide.
Following independence, they were hopeful of realising their right to self-determination, a measure of which
they had enjoyed under British rule. For more detail, see post Another issue on which not much is written is
the retaliatory violence against Biharis, those Urdu-speaking people trapped in Bangladesh after the war â€”
see post Other commentators question the treatment of babies born to victims of rape perpetrated by Pakistani
soldiers: There is a related narrative around the need to recognise the many roles played by women in the
Liberation War, apart from the most commonly perceived role at least until relatively recently of women as
victims of violence, or as mothers, wives and sisters. Similarly, there are many other lesser heard voices of the
War e. Questions arise almost daily in the newspapers today in relation to accountability, war crimes and
justice â€” or the perceived lack thereof. These, then, are just some of the multiple narrative strands of the
conflict and its aftermath. Five of those convicted of the killing of Sheikh Mujib and his family were hanged
on 28th January He begins as follows with a quote: The article continues as follows: An estimated 10 million
dislocated in neighbouring India. Countless victims of brutalities and crimes against humanity. This is just the
human price a nation paid for her freedom. As the green fields of East Pakistan became soaked in red that was
soon to become Bangladesh, genocide was unleashed on innocent women and men. The entire world reacted.
This was the background to the response against one of the most brutal genocides of the last century. Slowly
and gradually resistance started in Bangladesh. And with this resistance started a response from the conscience
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of the world. They came from the East. They came from the West. Some used music as their weapon for
Jagoron. Others used the ink of their pens. Leaders used their charisma to influence global opinion. Politicians,
litterateurs, musicians, journalists and common men and women united for a common cause: Stop the
Genocide in Bangladesh. A small set of images relating to the events of follows. Unfortunately, since Cooliris
was acquired by Yahoo my lovely photo walls no longer work: I have replaced them with links to
post-specific web-album slideshows until such time as I can find a better solution. Millions of Bangladeshis
fled to India from the war at home. Where is Ambassador Bunker today? Are his helios machinegunning
children at play? Where are the helicopters of U. Bombing North Laos all day and all night? Billionaire navies
merciful bold? Bringing us medicine food and relief? Napalming North Vietnam and causing more grief?
Where are our tears? Who weeps for the pain? Where can these families go in the rain? Whom shall we pray
to for rice and for care? Millions of children alone in the rain! Millions of children weeping in pain! What are
our souls that we have lost care? Is this what I did to myself in the past? What shall I do Sunil Poet I asked?
Move on and leave them without any coins? What should I care for the love of my loins? What should we care
for our cities and cars? What shall we buy with our Food Stamps on Mars? How many millions of beer cans
are tossed In Oceans of Mother? How much does She cost? Cigar gasolines and asphalt car dreams Stinking
the world and dimming star beamsâ€” Finish the war in your breast with a sigh Come taste the tears in your
own human eye Pity us millions of phantoms you see Starved in Samsara on planet TV How many millions of
children die more before our Good Mothers perceive the Great Lord? How many souls walk through Maya in
pain How many babes in illusory pain? How many families hollow eyed lost? How many grandmothers
turning to ghost? How many loves who never get bread? How many aunts with holes in their head? How
many grandfathers make no more sound? How many fathers in woe How many sons nowhere to go? How
many daughters nothing to eat? How many uncles with swollen sick feet? Millions of babies in pain Millions
of mothers in rain Millions of brothers in woe Millions of children nowhere to go Advertisements.
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The traditional music in Bangladesh shares the perspectives of that of the Indian sub-continent. Music in
Bangladesh can be divided into three distinct categories -classical, folk and modern. The classical music, both
vocal and instrumental is rooted in the remote past of the sub-continent. Ustad Alauddin Khan and Ustad Ayet
Ali Khan are two names in classical instrumental music who are internationally known. The store of folk song
abounds in spiritual lyrics of Lalan Shah, Hasan Raja, Romesh Shill and many anonymous lyricists. Bangla
music arena is enriched with Jari, Shari, Bhatiali, Murshidi and other types of folk songs. Modern music is
also practiced widely. Contemporary patterns have more inclinations to west. Pop song and band groups are
also coming up mainly in Dhaka City. Bangladesh has a good number of musical instruments originally of her
own. Originally country musical instruments include, Banshi bamboo flute , Dhole wooden drums , Ektara a
single stringed instrument , Dotara a four stringed instrument , Mandira a pair of metal bawls used as rhythm
instrument , Khanjani, Sharinda etc. Now-a-days western instruments such as Guitar, Drums, Saxophone,
Synthesizer etc. Zainul Abedin earned international fame for his sketches on famine of in Bangladesh.
Classical forms of the sub-continent predominate in Bangladeshi dance. The folk, tribal and Middle Eastern
traits are also common. Among the tribal dances, particularly popular are Monipuri and Santal. Rural girls are
in the habit of dancing that does not require any grammar or regulations. Bangla songs like jari and shari are
presented accompanied with dance of both male and female performers. Jatra Folk Drama is another vital
chapter of Bangalee culture. It depicts mythological episodes of love and tragedy. Legendary plays of heroism
are also popular, particularly in the rural areas. Now-a-days jatra has been placed in the back seat in the
entertainment era. Gradually western culture is occupying the place of traditional culture like jatra. There are
some transportation means that are parts of culture of Bangladesh. In rural areas bullock carts, buffalo carts
and tomtoms horse carts are commonly used. In old Dhaka once tomtom was a common vehicle and still it is
found, though rare. Bicycles are used both in rural and urban areas. Palki a box-like vehicle carried on
shoulders by six men is a wedding transportation means. Being a land crisscrossed by rivers, Bangladesh has a
wide-ranged tradition of ferry transport. Wooden boat popularly called nawka is a vital means of rural
communication. Rickshaw is a very common vehicle to Bangladeshis. Bangladeshi women habitually wear
Sarees. Moslin, a fine and artistic type of cloth was well-known worldwide. Naksi Kantha, embroidered
quilted patchwork cloth produced by the village women, is still familiar in villages and towns simultaneously.
A common hairstyle is Beni twisted bun that Bangalee women are fond of. Traditionally males wear Panjabis,
Fatuas and Pajamas. Hindus wear Dhuty for religious purposes. Now-a-days common dresses of males are
shirts and pants. Many other cultural organizations are also popularizing Bangladeshi art and culture. To read
more about Bangladesh culture, please visit the following webpages:
4: Debdas Chakraborty | A Year in Bangladesh
View the profiles of professionals named Debdas Chakraborty on LinkedIn. There are 8 professionals named Debdas
Chakraborty, who use LinkedIn to exchange information, ideas, and opportunities.

5: Debdas Chakraborty | Bengal Foundation
View the profiles of people named Debdas Chakraborty Debdas Chakraborty. Join Facebook to connect with Debdas
Chakraborty Debdas Chakraborty and others.

6: Welcome to the Embassy of Bangladesh in Libya
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Devdas Chakraborty (c. - February 4, ) was a Bangladeshi artist. He was awarded Ekushey Padak by the Government
of Bangladesh for his contribution to fine arts in

7: Devdas Chakraborty - Wikipedia
do you find a bussines opr job in your hand call me Add a comment no plus ones.

8: Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur
Analytically fuzzy plane geometry II by Debjani Chakraborty and Debdas Ghosh Fuzzy Sets and Systems, in Press () A
study on parametric form of fuzzy line by Debdas Ghosh and Debjani Chakraborty Journal of Uncertainty in Mathematics
Science, 1 ().

9: Nitun Kundu - Wikipedia
Debdas Ghosh Debjani Chakraborty This paper is the first which attempts to capture complete fuzzy non-dominated set
of fuzzy multi-criteria opti-mization problems with fuzzy parameters.
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